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In total I had to export 855
files, some in different

formats, some just raw. To
solve this problem I had
created an FLA file which
had all the exported and
final binaries. xml. This

reduced the file size
tremendously. Then I
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moved the the.swf to it's
final destination. There is
usually an option in the

export settings to copy the
graphics from the

original.swf file to the.swf
file you exported. So if you

don't want any "bad"
graphics in the.swf, just

export like I did and make
sure you don't move
the.swf to it's final

destination. Hope this
helps. ....U20_for_dead.F...
sd2 mc opel sop europa v1
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20 Another thing which you
should be aware of. When

you export the.swf file,
make sure you have the
option to load the project
settings. Also make sure

you have the option to load
the original project settings

before exporting. If you
don't, then you will export

the settings which is
always a bad idea since

you won't have access to
the original project settings

anymore. So make sure
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you export the project
settings. Here is a quick

copy/paste from a
screenshot I had been

taking from the settings
while exporting. Sd2 mc
opel sop europa v1 20 I

hope it helps, since I know
this answer is a quick one
and not the solution for

you, though the setting you
mention is where I had my
settings before exporting
the files so I'm sure they
would be the same, I do
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hope that what I've said
helps someone.

....U20_for_dead.F... sd2 mc
opel sop europa v1 20

Quote: Originally posted by
OliK...I'm not sure what you

mean by export project
settings. I usually just save
a copy of the original as a
project file when I don't
want to reimport all the

settings. That way I can go
back to the original without
reimporting everything. I

just created a new.xml file,
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copied and pasted the
graphics files I needed into
it, and exported the project
settings with that. I have a
couple of projects on the

go for work and a couple of
personal projects with a

few hundred files in them
and I can't begin to tell you
how much time that saved

me. It's a complicated
process that none

6d1f23a050
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